
 

1.  Have a machine hunt around the kitchen and see how many simple machines you can 

find.  
2.  Look at the toys around the house.  Which are simple machines or are made up of simple 

machines? 
3.  For an amazingly fun & educational interactive site on simple machines go to                                                                              

http://edheads.org/activities/simple-machines/index.htm 

4.  http://www.coe.uh.edu/archive/science/science_lessons/scienceles1/finalhome.htm has great 

simple machines information, experiments, and a quiz! 

               
 

 

 

 
Parent Background:  

       May the force be with you!  Think about a baseball game.  A ball is thrown and in 

motion, but a force (the bat) can change its direction and speed when it is hit.  If the ball 

is missed the gravitational force of the Earth pulls it to the ground.  The main force 

affecting the speed of a falling object is not gravity but really friction with air resistance.  

So, if you drop a feather and a penny, the feather will fall more slowly because a feather 

meets more resistance from the air than the penny does.  But if you drop a baseball and 

an orange, they should hit the floor at the same time. Although objects of different 

weights will hit the ground at the same time, they do not strike the ground in the same 

way.  The heavier an object’s weight, the greater the force with which it makes contact 

with the ground.    

Who doesn’t need machines? A machine is a device that lets you do work with 

less force.  There are six simple machines.  An example of a lever, which is used to lift 

weights, is a see-saw.   The wheel and axle is made of a bar on which a round frame 

turns, like on your car’s wheels and axle.  A pulley consists of a wheel over which a 

pulled rope or chain runs to change the direction of the pull used for lifting a load.  Most 

children have seen or can visualize a tow truck lift.  An inclined plane, such as a 

wheelchair ramp, makes it easier to slide a load upward than to have to lift it directly.  A 

wedge can be used to lift a heavy load over a short distance or to split a log. When you 

cut a cake, the knife is the wedge.  A screw, which holds loads together, is an inclined 

plane wrapped around a cone or central post. 

Students will know… 

 the six simple machines and their uses 

 how simple machines help us do work 

by trading force for distance the 

relationship between the application of 

force and the resulting change in 

position and motion on an object 

 how force affects speed and motion 

 

Students will be able to… 

 list and identify the six simple machines 

 explain the uses of the six simple machines 

 describe and/or demonstrate the use of the 

six simple machines 

 observe, describe & demonstrate how force 

affects direction, position, speed and motion 

 explain what happens to the speed or 

direction of an object when force is applied 

 demonstrate the effect of gravitational force 

on the motion of an object 

 predict the force needed to move objects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

SIMPLE FUN!  

http://edheads.org/activities/simple-machines/index.htm
http://www.coe.uh.edu/archive/science/science_lessons/scienceles1/finalhome.htm


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Test Prep Question #1 

                     

The simple instrument shown is used 

to measure — 

 

 

Sample Test Prep Question #1 

 

A ball rolls off the edge of a table and 

falls to the floor. 

 

Which of these causes the ball to fall to 

the floor? 

 

A gravity 

B friction 

C air pressure 

D air resistance 

 

 

 

 

 

What driver can never 
be arrested for speeding?  

 

A screwdriver  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sample Test Prep Question #2 

 

 
    Answers for Test Prep: 

1) A 

2)    H 
 

  

Vocabulary 
 

force:  an action that changes the position or direction of an object 

 

inclined plane:  a simple machine which makes moving things up and down easier to 

accomplish 

 

lever:  a simple machine used to move or lift an object 

 

pulley:  a simple machine used to lift or pull things together 

 

screw:  a simple machine used to fasten or lift objects; metal fastener with a spiral thread 

and groove on head 

 

wedge:  a simple machine that is thin at one end and thick at the other; used to split things 

apart or prop open 

 

wheel and axle: a simple machine that has a circular frame that turn around an axle  

 

position:  a certain place 

 

speed:  a measure of an object’s change in position during a unit of time 

 

 

 

wind (weather) vane:  an instrument that freely turns to measure wind direction    

 

 

 

 

 

Machine Mania  


